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Abstract: Wireless inductive-coupled power transfer is a very appealing technique for the battery
recharge of autonomous devices like surveillance drones. The charger design mainly focuses on lightness
and fast-charging to improve the drone mission times and reduce the no-flight gaps. The charger
secondary circuit mounted on the drone generally consists of a full-bridge rectifier and a second-order
filter. The filter cut-off frequency is usually chosen to make the rectifier output voltage constant and
so that the battery is charged with continuous quantities. Previous works showed that an increase in
power transfer is achieved, if compared to the traditional case, when the second-order filter resonant
frequency is close to the double of the wireless charger excitation and the filter works in resonance. This
work demonstrates that the condition of resonance is necessary but not sufficient to achieve the power
increment. The bridge rectifier diodes must work in discontinuous-mode to improve the power transfer.
The paper also investigates the dependence of the power transfer increase on the wireless excitation
frequency. It is found the minimum frequency value below which the power transfer gain is not possible.
This frequency transition point is calculated, and it is shown that the gain in power transfer is obtained
for any battery when its equivalent circuit parameters are known. LTSpice simulations demonstrate that
the transferred power can be incremented of around 30%, if compared to the case in which the rectifier
works in continuous mode. This achievement is obtained by following the design recommendations
proposed at the end of the paper, which trade off the gain in power transfer and the amplitude of the
oscillating components of the wireless charger output.

Keywords: DC-link capacitor sizing; UAV charging; wireless power transfer; battery fast charging

1. Introduction

Wireless power transfer (WPT) systems based on inductive resonance are appealing
solutions to recharge devices without connectors or cables [1–3]. Generally, self-driving appli-
cations like surveillance drones use a WPT station to automatize the charging process [4,5];
no operator or sophisticated connectors and platforms are required. Typically, a drone WPT
charging system raises many issues, including the drone alignment with the landing plat-
form [6–8], the charging time reduction to minimize no-operation intervals [9], and the
reduced weight to improve the flight endurance [10]. A WPT system is usually composed
of two inductive-coupled circuits. The primary circuit is located in the landing platform
on the ground, and it is composed of the power supply, the inverter, the compensation
capacitor and the coil. Instead, the secondary circuit is installed on-board the drone. It is
characterized by the coil, the compensation capacitor, the rectifier, the low-pass filter and
the battery. Besides, the position of the compensation capacitor with respect to the coils
determines the kind of WPT architecture: Series-Series (SS), Series-Parallel (SP), Parallel-
Series (PS) and Parallel-Parallel (PP) [11]. Figure 1 shows the equivalent scheme of a SS
WPT system [1,6,12]. The SS architecture is a very attractive configuration, and it is often
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used in this kind of application [6,12,13]. In fact, the reflected reactance from the primary
to the secondary is null, so the WPT resonance frequency depends neither on the load
condition nor on the coil alignment [11,14]. Furthermore, the SS WPT charging system
behaves as a current generator [15], which is a good feature to realize a battery charger.
Hence, the battery can directly be charged without dedicated regulation circuits and the
charging current is established from the primary side [16]. Generally, the weight of the
charger section on board the drone can be diminished by increasing the WPT excitation
frequency or reducing the number of components. The use of higher excitation frequencies
decreases the coil and compensation capacitor dimensions [17], but the electrical design
complexity and the Electro-Magnetic Interference (EMI) emissions rise at the same time [18].
The best trade-off between operating frequency and EMI emission for a drone application
is found to be in the range of hundreds of kilohertz, as indicated in [6,13,19].

A DC-DC converter useful to control the power flow to the battery is often not added
to save on-board weight. Therefore, the secondary-side DC-link circuit only consists of a
second-order low-pass filter in several literature works [6,10]. Moreover, the main assump-
tion usually taken to characterize the load is to consider the battery as an ideal voltage
generator and the LC-filter cut-off frequency low enough to keep the filter output voltage
constant [20]. This design choice permits the battery to be charged with DC quantities, but it
requires a bulky filter capacitor, and it does not reduce the on-board weight. Ref. [21] pro-
posed the idea of exploiting the battery parasitic series-inductance LB as LC-filter inductor
instead of using an external component, saving further space. Furthermore, it was shown
that the power transfer and efficiency depend on the value of the LC-filter capacitor C0.
Specifically, a peak in the power transfer is found sizing C0 = C∗ so that the LC-filter cut-off
frequency is fixed to the double of the WPT excitation frequency fSS, as expressed in (1).
The drawback is the reduction of the system efficiency and the onset of current and voltage
ripples on the battery terminals.

C∗ =
1

(4π fSS)
2LB

(1)

These concepts are applied to develop and test a 150 kHz SS-WPT architecture in [12].
The power transfer to the battery was experimentally measured for several values of
the LC-filter capacitor. The experimental results confirm the simulation prediction with
good agreement. Indeed, a power increment of about 25% is obtained by keeping the
same WPT system parameters and using the value C∗ expressed in (1) instead of a larger
capacitor. This power increment is very appealing, particularly for the autonomous drone
applications, because it leads to a faster charging and to the improvement of the ratio
between service and recharge times. However, the experiment in [12] refers to a WPT
system excited with a fixed frequency of 150 kHz and a particular Li-ion battery, lacking
the generality of application. Furthermore, the possible effects of the root-mean-square
(rms) current in the output capacitor and the battery are not addressed in detail.

A capacitor subjected to large rms current values can be damaged for two reasons [22].
The large rms voltage may start the corona discharge phenomena that irreversibly damages
the dielectric layer, and the power dissipation on the connection parasitic resistance may be
too high. Another very important issue regards the effects on the lithium-ion battery aging
of the high-frequency sinusoidal ripples in the battery current. Unfortunately, the question
is still open and the answer is not clear yet, as Brand et al. show in [23]. They compare
literature papers published between 2003 and 2017, highlighting the discrepancies in the
results. For instance, Uno et al. and Prasad et al. support the hypothesis that the high-
frequency ripple component is not involved in the battery aging processes [24,25]. On the
contrary, Uddin et al. assert the opposite conclusion in [26,27]. In the first case, the authors
indicate that the slow internal battery processes, such as the charge transfer and diffusion, are
only activated by ripple currents with a frequency lower than the battery corner frequency.
The definition of corner frequency is out of the scope of this paper, but it is carefully described
in [23]. On the other hand, the authors hypothesize the battery heating caused by the ripple
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currents as explanation of the faster aging. However, the temperature variations and the
battery capacity fade found in [26,27] are rather limited (1 °C and capacity fade around 3%).
Therefore, the benefits introduced by a faster charging may be worth the slight increment of
aging in applications where the time spent in charging is much larger than the operative time.

D1 D3

D2D4

LP LS

MMCP CS

 Full-
Bridge

Inverter

Power 
supply

C0

iIN(t)

L0

VB+
vIN(t)

-

Primary circuit Secondary circuit
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Figure 1. Series-series architecture of a wireless charger used in drone applications. Cp and Cs are
the compensation capacitors, Lp, Ls and M are the self and mutual inductances of the coupled coils.
D1, D2, D3 and D4 are the rectifier diodes, L0 and C0 constitute the second-order filter.

The aim of this paper is to give generality to the approach proposed in [12] and to
determine if the design of a WPT system based on the application of the constraint in (1) is
sufficient to increase the power transfer to a generic battery. In other words, is the beneficial
power transfer increment found with the WPT circuit described in [12] achievable with
other different batteries? If not, is it possible to achieve the power transfer growth again
by changing some other parameters of the WPT design? The paper studies the battery
load frequency response to answer the two questions and demonstrates that the design
constraint in (1) is not sufficient to guarantee a power transfer increment. Specifically, this
paper introduces three main innovations to the state of the art:

1. it is shown that the passage from continuous to discontinuous mode of the rectifier
improves the average battery current in a series-series wireless power transfer charger;

2. the battery parameters play an important role in determining the load impedance
value that leads the rectifier to work in discontinuous mode;

3. the mathematical analysis carried out in the paper shows that the increase of the power
transfer may be achieved for any battery by acting on the WPT excitation frequency at
design time.

Furthermore, a design recommendation to follow is proposed to the WPT designers.
Specifically, the trade-off between the higher power transfer and sustainable rms output
current values is achievable starting from the knowledge of the battery parameters and taking
into account their variations with the battery status. The final outcome is the realization of an
improved wireless fast-charging system.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 studies the frequency response
of a generic battery load, recalls the theoretical background about the bridge rectifier
working mode and shows the procedure to find the minimum WPT switching frequency
that guarantees the power transfer peak on the battery. Section 3 shows the simulation
procedure adopted to verify the analytical results found above and the comparison of
the simulation results to the analytical model predictions. Finally, Section 4 discusses the
results obtained, and Section 5 draws the conclusions.

2. Secondary Load Characterization

The study carried out in this section is necessary to focus on the main scope of the paper:
it consists of determining if the power transfer increment, obtained in [12] by adopting (1), is
generally achievable with any battery. Let us first introduce the main assumptions taken
to simplify the electrical problem and make the investigation independent of the WPT
parameters. Figure 2a shows the circuit under investigation, where:
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1. the SS architecture sets the sinusoidal current amplitude ISM to the secondary side
when the primary circuit is supplied with a sinusoidal voltage source at its natural
resonance frequency fss, as indicated in [16]. Therefore, the WPT system is seen from
the secondary side as an ideal sinusoidal current generator [15];

2. the bridge rectifier diodes are ideal with no voltage drop and series-resistance.
3. the typical high-frequency Li-ion battery model is adopted [28], which is composed

of a constant voltage generator VB, a series-resistance RB, and a stray-inductance LB.
The battery inductance LB is used as the LC-filter inductor, in place of an external
component, to save size and weight on-board, as proposed in [12].
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Figure 2. Equivalent circuit under investigation (a); current-fed linear circuit studied to extract the
load frequency response (b).

Instead, Figure 2b shows the circuit used to characterize the AC response of the load.

2.1. Load Frequency Response

The Laplace domain circuit analysis of the current-fed circuit in Figure 2b is well known.
Assuming the second-order filter with complex conjugate poles [12], the load impedance
ZL is shown in (2). At the same time, the transfer functions of the battery and capacitor C0
currents, GIB and GIC0

, are shown in (3) and (4), respectively. The expressions are calculated
at the LC-filter resonance frequency ωL, where IB(jωL), IC0(jωL) and IIN(jωL) are the AC-
currents of the battery, the capacitor, and the low-pass filter input, respectively. If C0 is set to
C∗, as indicated in (1), the LC-filter cut-off angular frequency is two times the WPT excitation,
i.e., ωL = 4π fSS.

ZL(jωL) =
RB(1 +

LB
RB

jωL)

j2ξ

∣∣∣∣∣
C0=C∗

= −j4πLB fSS(1 + j
4πLB

RB
fSS) (2)

GIB(jωL) =
IB(jωL)

IIN(jωL)
=

1
j2ξ

∣∣∣∣
C0=C∗

=
−j4πLB

RB
fSS (3)

GIC0
(jωL) =

IC0(jωL)

IIN(jωL)
= 1− GIB(jωL) (4)

The expressions of ωL and ξ that represent the LC-filter resonance frequency and the
load damping factor are reported in (5), like in [21].

ξ =
RB
2

√
C0

LB
=

RB
2ωLLB

, ωL =
1√

LBC0
(5)

It is clear that the load frequency response strictly depends on the battery parameters.
Different battery types will thus produce different electrical behaviors.
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2.2. Analysis with Large Values of C0

The rule of thumb commonly used in the design of a WPT system consists of choosing
C0 large enough to consider constant the voltage on it [20]. Thus, the rectifier output voltage
and current waveforms are sketched in Figure 3a. As pointed out in [29], the bridge rectifier
diodes work as independent couples D1, D2 and D3, D4 (see Figure 2a). The current is a
rectified sine-wave with ISM amplitude. According to the Fourier’s series decomposition, it
can be expressed, as in (6).

iIN(t) = IIN0 + 2
+∞

∑
n=1

IINn cos(nωINt + θINn) (6)

Here, the amplitude IINn and phase θINn of the n-th component of the Fourier decom-
position are well known and represented in (7) and (8).

IINn =

∣∣∣∣2ISM

π

1
4n2 − 1

∣∣∣∣ for n ∈ (0 · · ·∞) (7)

θINn = π for n ∈ (1 · · ·∞) (8)

Choosing a large value of C0 leads to a very low LC-filter cut-off angular frequency ωL.
Thus, all the sinusoidal components in (6) are filtered, and the battery is charged with the
constant current IBavg = IIN0 given in (7). Moreover, the harmonic components of vOUT(t)
are eliminated by the low pass filtering effect. Hence, assuming the voltage on C0 constant
is a very good approximation.

VB
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t

VB
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t

IIN0

iIN(t)

t

ISM

VB

vOUT(t)
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IIN0
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VB+|V1|
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Figure 3. Secondary filter waveforms. Battery voltage vOUT and filter current iIN working in: continuous-mode with no
voltage ripple (large C0) (a); discontinuous-mode (C0 = C∗) (b); continuous-mode (C0 = C∗) (c).

2.3. Analysis with C0 = C∗

Using the value C∗ of (1) in the LC-filter capacitor means setting the low-pass filter cut-
off angular frequency equal to the fundamental component of the bridge rectifier output
current (ωL = ωIN1), as previously occurred in [12,21]. Now, the secondary load works
as a narrow-band selective filter near its resonance frequency ωL. The battery current
and voltage waveforms consist of an average value, to which an AC-component at ωIN1

is superimposed. At the same time, the current flowing in C0 shows only the ripple
component at ωIN1 . For the sake of clarity, the battery current and voltage and the LC-filter
capacitor current are reported in (9)–(11), respectively, where |A| and ∠A represents the
module and phase of the complex number A.

iB(t) = IIN0 + 2
∣∣GIB(jωIN1)

∣∣ · IIN1 sin
[
ωIN1 t + θIN1 +∠GIB(jωIN1)

]
(9)

vOUT(t) = VB + 2
∣∣ZL(jωIN1)

∣∣ · IIN1 sin
[
ωIN1 t + θIN1 +∠ZL(jωIN1)

]
(10)
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iC0(t) = 2
∣∣∣GIC0

(jωIN1)
∣∣∣ · IIN1 sin

[
ωIN1 t + θIN1 +∠GIC0

(jωIN1)
]

(11)

The corresponding waveforms are shown in Figure 3c.
The battery current and voltage waveforms obtained in previous works [12,21] are

sketched in Figure 3b. They are rather different from what is expected from the above theory,
as reported in (9) and (10) and shown in Figure 3c. The battery voltage AC-component
V1, expressed in (12), is sufficient to bring vOUT(t) to reach zero over an interval in each
oscillating period, in the cases referenced.

|V1| = 2
∣∣ZL(jωIN1)

∣∣IIN1 =
∣∣ZL(jωIN1)

∣∣2
3

IBavg (12)

The bridge works with rectifying diode couples when vOUT(t) > 0, and the output
current is a rectified sine-wave. Instead, all the diodes are switched-on when vOUT(t) = 0.
The capacitor and the battery terminals are short-circuited, and a discontinuity is introduced
in the current waveform. Here, the current in the battery starts to decrease with the typical
exponential behavior of an RL-network, with the time constant τ = LB

RB
. The current profile

in Figure 3b is thus justified if the short-circuit interval is lower than τ. This working
modality of the rectifier is known as discontinuous-mode, and it is carefully described
in [29] for a current-fed rectifier. The discontinuous-mode increases the battery average
current IBavg , producing a significant battery power increase, as found in [12,21]. The
discontinuous-mode is maintained until the bridge rectifier output voltage in (10) remains
zero and resumes in every period of the output waveform. Thus, we can conclude that the
discontinuous-mode is activated when the voltage oscillation is larger than the average
value, as indicated in (13), i.e., the module of the load impedance is large enough to
determine large oscillations and to satisfy (13). The condition on the load impedance
module that guarantees the discontinuous modality is found in (14), by substituting (12)
in (13).

VB − |V1| ≤ 0 (13)

|ZL(jωIN1)| ≥
3
2

VB
IBavg

(14)

However, ZL(jωIN1) depends on the battery average current IBavg , and the parameters
LB, RB, and VB. Therefore, a WPT system may not work in discontinuous-mode for any
battery if the load impedance is not sufficiently high. The waveforms are those reported
in Figure 3c, if (14) is not satisfied, where the rectifier input current is still a rectified sine.
The battery average current does not show any increment, and no benefits on the power
transfer are obtained. The important conclusion and the main contribution derived from
this analysis is that the design constraint in (1) is necessary but not sufficient to achieve a
power transfer increment for any battery. Instead, the power transfer improvement is only
obtained if the battery parameters satisfy (14).

2.4. Effects of the WPT Excitation Frequency on the Load Impedance

The conclusions of Section 2.3 show that the wireless power transfer increase experimen-
tally demonstrated in [12] is not a general phenomenon always occurring when the WPT
output filter is designed according to (1). Assuming that the battery is characterized and its
parameters are known, the question is if the power transfer increase may be achieved by
varying other parameters of the WPT system. The key is the increase of the secondary circuit
load impedance that leads the diode bridge to work in discontinuous-mode. The impedance
can be varied acting on the WPT excitation frequency, as expressed in (2). Indeed, the ex-
citation frequency fSS and C∗ are related by (1). Thus, increasing fSS means decreasing
C∗ and the LC-filter damping factor, thus enhancing the circuit oscillatory response. This
section aims at finding the minimum WPT excitation frequency in which the bridge still
works in discontinuous-mode, starting from the knowledge of the battery parameters.
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The biquadratic equation in (15) is obtained by substituting (2) in (14). The roots ω1,2 of the
equation are reported in (16).

L4
B

R2
B

ω4
L + L2

Bω2
L −

9V2
B

4I2
Bavg

≥ 0 (15)

ω1,2 =
RB√
2LB

√√√√√
−1±

√√√√1 +
9V2

B
R2

B I2
Bavg

 (16)

The positive root ω1 represents the minimum angular frequency for the discontinuous-
mode operation of the rectifier. Since C0 = C∗, the angular frequency ω1 is two times the
WPT excitation frequency fSS, which can finally be expressed as in (17).

fSSMIN =
RB

2
5
2 πLB

√√√√√
√√√√1 +

9V2
B

R2
B I2

Bavg

− 1 (17)

Then, the maximum LC-filter capacitor C∗MAX that guarantees the discontinuous-mode
operation can be obtained by substituting (17) in (1). It is finally concluded that knowing
the equivalent electrical parameters of a generic battery makes it possible to find a WPT
excitation frequency at which the increase of the power transfer is achieved. It is worth
highlighting that this concept represents another contribution introduced by this work.

3. Simulation Analysis

The analytical investigation carried out in the previous section is validated with LT-
Spice time-domain simulations. Figure 4 shows the equivalent circuit and the LTSpice
directives adopted in the simulations. Specifically, the command “.step” performs a para-
metric simulation on fSS, varying its value in steps from fstart to fstop, as reported in Table 1.
A time simulation is performed for each frequency step. The command “.measure” saves
for each simulation the average and rms currents of the battery and the rms current of the
LC-filter capacitor, when the circuit reaches the steady-state.

I1

SINE(0 {IS} {fSS} 0 0)

D1

D

D2

D

D3

D

D4

D
C1

{C}

L1

{LB}

R1

{RB}

V1

{VB}

.model D D(Ron=.0m Roff=1G Vfwd=.0)

.save I(C1)

.save I(R1)

.step dec param fSS 1k 900k 100

.param IS = 25.2

.param LB=340n

.param C=1/(pow(4*pi*fSS,2)*LB)

.param VB = 22.2

.param RB = 15m

.param tstop = (1/fSS)*20

.measure IBavg avg I(C1)+I(R1)

.measure ICroot rms I(C1)

.option plotwinsize=0 numdgt=15

.tran {tstop}

Figure 4. Equivalent circuit and LTSpice directives used in the circuit parametric simulation.

Table 1. WPT excitation frequency interval in which the parametric simulation is carried out.

fstart [kHz] fstop [kHz] Points Per Decade

1 1000 100
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The directive “.param” is needed to recalculate the value of C1 as indicated in (1) for
each simulation point. Two case studies are investigated [12,30]. They are described as
Test 1 and Test 2 in Table 2. The parametric simulation is performed, and the results are
plotted versus the WPT excitation frequency. The battery parameters are extracted from
the relevant papers and summarized in Table 2. The two batteries are very different one
from the other in terms of the number of cells, capacity, and target application. The battery
voltage is set to the nominal value. The current generator amplitude is set to produce a
battery average current of 1 C, i.e., the value needed to charge the battery in one-hour when
the bridge works in continuous-mode. The amplitude is 25.13 A and 1.26 A for Test 1 and
Test 2, respectively.

Table 2. Battery electrical parameters used in the circuit simulations.

Test Battery Model # of Cells Cap. [Ah] LB [nH] RB [mΩ] VB [V] IS [A]

1 [12] TA-15C-16000-6S1P-EC5 6 16 340 15 22.2 25.13
2 [30] Sony UP39356 1 0.8 474 85.1 3.6 1.26

Results

Figure 5a,b show the battery average current ibavg, the LC-filter capacitor rms current
icrms, and the battery rms current ibrms, in Test 1 and Test 2, respectively. The diagrams
show a clear dependency on the WPT excitation frequency fSS, and two zones are identified.
The first zone is for fSS < f LT

SSMIN
and the other for fSS > f LT

SSMIN
, where f LT

SSMIN
is the

frequency value at which the peak in the rms currents is found and the average battery
current starts to increase. The battery average current ibavg shows a rather constant
plateau with the lowest value in the first zone. The plateau values coincide with the battery
charging current of 1 C, i.e., 16 A and 0.8 A for Test 1 and Test 2, respectively. Instead,
the average current significantly increases in the second zone and tends to saturate to a
value approximately around 40% higher than the plateau. Most of the increase is reached
after around two octaves above f LT

SSMIN
. Since the battery charging power only depends

on ibavg, the higher average current corresponds to higher power transfer and shorter
charging time.

The rms currents icrms and ibrms reach the maximum value in f LT
SSMIN

. Here, they are
approximately ten times higher than the starting point at 1 kHz. Then, they decrease in
the second zone. The values return close to the starting point after around two octaves
above f LT

SSMIN
also in this case. However, the AC-ripple components do not contribute to

the battery charging. Rather, they are dissipated in the series-resistance decreasing the
WPT efficiency. Finally, the transition frequency between the two zones is shown in Table 3
by comparing the value extracted from simulation and that analytically obtained with (17).
The agreement is good in both the investigated cases. It should be noted that the separation
frequency f LT

SSMIN
is very different from one case to the other.

Table 3. Transition frequency value comparison ( fSSMIN from analysis, f LT
SSMIN

from simulation).

Test fSSMIN [kHz] C∗( fSSMIN ) [µF] f LT
SSMIN

[kHz] C∗
(

f LT
SSMIN

)
[µF]

1 41.28 10.93 42.65 10.24
2 126.84 1.16 128.82 1.12
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Figure 5. Battery average current ibavg, capacitor C0 rms current icrms, and battery rms current ibrms as a function of the
WPT excitation frequency fSS, for Test 1 (a) and Test 2 (b).

Figure 6 shows the results of three time-domain simulations carried out with excita-
tion frequencies of 20 kHz, 50 kHz and 200 kHz for Test 1, in which f LT

SSMIN
is found to be

42.65 kHz. They were used to extract three points of the current plots in Figure 5a. The fre-
quency values are chosen below and above f LT

SSMIN
, with the aim of verifying the rectifier

behavior reported in Figure 3. The battery voltage and current waveforms, the LC-filter
capacitor current, and the rectifier output current are indicated as V(vout+, vout−), I(R1),
I(C1) and [I(C1) + I(R1)], respectively. Figure 6a shows the case for fSS < f LT

SSMIN
. Here,

the battery voltage never reaches zero and the rectifier always works in continuous-mode.
The rectifier output current is a rectified sine wave with an average value of 16 A. Figure 6b
describes the case when fSS is slightly higher than f LT

SSMIN
. The battery voltage reaches

zero for a short time interval. The bridge is working in discontinuous-mode, and a small
saw-tooth like piece is added to the rectified sine wave. The value of ibavg increases, but
the increment is rather little yet (7.5% higher than the plateau), as ibavg = 17.2 A. Instead,
Figure 6c illustrates the rectifier behavior for fSS � f LT

SSMIN
. Here, the rectifier works

in discontinuous-mode for a time interval larger than the previous case. The saw-tooth
like portion of the current is larger, and the average battery current shows a considerable
increment (32.5% higher than the plateau), as ibavg = 21.2 A.

The output voltage amplitude V(vout+, vout−) that sets the maximum sustainable
voltage of the output capacitor is another point to be addressed to fully characterize the
rectifier behavior. Figure 6 shows that the maximum amplitude of the output voltage
grows passing from 20 kHz to 50 kHz, but it remains rather stable from 50 kHz to 200 kHz
when the bridge works in discontinuous-mode.
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Figure 6. Rectifier output voltage V(vout+, vout−), current flowing in C0 I(C1), battery current I(R1), and rectifier output
current I(C1) + I(R1) in Test 1. Continuous-mode operation for fSS = 20 kHz (a). Discontinuous-mode for fSS = 50 kHz
(b) and fSS = 200 kHz (c).

4. Discussion

The results reported in this paper add knowledge to the works presented in [12,21]
for a series-series WPT architecture. An unexpected power transfer increment was found
in those papers by sizing the LC-filter capacitor to set the filter resonance frequency to the
double of the WPT excitation. This paper demonstrates that the design constraint on C0
indicated in (1) is necessary to obtain the power transfer increment, but it is not sufficient
for any kind of battery. Indeed, the load impedance described in (2) strictly depends on the
battery parameters. Thus, if the battery does not show a load impedance sufficiently high
at the resonance frequency, the rectifier output voltage will never nullify, the diode bridge
will work in continuous-mode, and the power gain is not obtained. However, the WPT
excitation frequency can be used as an adjustable design parameter to achieve the power
increment in any case. Indeed, a higher fSS means reducing the C∗ value for the same
battery parameters, which reduces the filter damping factor. The second-order LC-filter
behavior is more oscillatory, and the impedance at the resonance frequency is improved,
as indicated in (2).

The analysis carried out in Section 2.4 allowed the calculation of the minimum fre-
quency at which the system works in discontinuous-mode, given the battery parameters.
It is found that the minimum frequency necessary to bring the rectifier in discontinuous-
mode is higher in batteries with higher nominal voltage, higher series-resistance and lower
stray inductance, as indicated in (17) and shown in Figure 5.

The current profiles reported in Figure 5 suggest choosing the highest possible value
for fSS, because the power transfer rises monotonically and the rms current components
tend to decrease. Nevertheless, increasing the excitation frequency of the WPT system
up to the megahertz range complicates the design for many reasons and shows several
drawbacks. The device parasitic parameters are not negligible [31], so the assumption
of ideal diodes is no longer valid. Moreover, Electro-Magnetic Interference issues must
properly be addressed at higher frequencies [18]. On the other hand, choosing a working
frequency too close to fSSMIN only allows a small improvement of the power transfer to
the battery and produces very high current and voltage oscillations that may damage the
output capacitor. Furthermore, the saturation effects on the diagrams in Figure 5 suggest
finding a trade-off. Our proposal reported in (18) recommends setting the WPT excitation
frequency around two-octaves above fSSMIN . A battery power increment of 32.5% compared
to the plateau is obtained in this paper example by following the recommendations.{

fSS ? 4 fSSMIN

C0 = 1
(4π fSS)

2LB

(18)

If fSSMIN resulted too high making the WPT design not feasible, the insertion of an
external inductor in series to the battery would reduce it, at the expense of additional
weight and size on-board the drone.

Although the effects of the sinusoidal high-frequency ripple current components on
the battery aging are not clear in the scientific literature yet [23], it is important to discuss
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the design choices reported in (18). The values of fSSMIN and C0 strictly depend on the
battery lumped parameters. Therefore, the effect of their variations on the WPT operation
has to be dealt with. The battery series-inductance LB mainly depends on the length and
the geometry of the electrodes inside the battery case [32]. Thus, it is not expected to show
significant variations. Therefore, the LC-filter resonant frequency is supposed to be almost
invariant with battery aging, and the WPT charger is not required to adjust C0 or tune
fSS during the entire battery life. Instead, the battery series-resistance RB and voltage VB
change as a function of the battery state of charge [33]. Moreover, the RB increase is one of
the most evident signs of battery aging [34]. Thus, fSSMIN depends on the variations of RB

and VB. It varies proportionally with the RB
LB

ratio and
√

VB, as shown in (17). Specifically,
a larger RB moves fSSMIN to higher frequencies, getting closer to the suggested WPT
excitation frequency fSS. The net effect is the reduction of the power transfer increase and
larger output current oscillations, with possible dangerous effects on the LC-filter capacitor.
fSSMIN also depends on the amplitude ISM of the current before the rectifier, as a function

of
√

1
ISM

. ISM is depends on the voltage amplitude at the primary side. The value of fSSMIN

is determined at design time in the worst case, i.e., for the minimum battery voltage VBMIN ,
the maximum RB expected, and the average current rate desired.

This work has showed the conditions to improve the power transfer of a wireless
series-series architecture by exploiting the rectifier discontinuous mode. The charging power
transfer increment is achieved by properly sizing the DC-link filter capacitor and the WPT
excitation frequency. It is found an increment around 30% compared to the traditional DC-
link capacitor sizing method, which is obtained without changing other WPT parameters,
such as the voltage amplitude at the primary circuit. This finding leads to the development
of a wireless fast charger that may found general application, particularly when a shorter
charging time reduces the out-of-service intervals, such as in electric scooters adopted in city
sharing services and the autonomous electric vehicles used with surveillance scopes.

Finally, it is worth remarking on the main outcomes of the investigation:

1. the WPT design choice specified in (1) is not sufficient to achieve the increment of the
power transferred to the battery because the rectifier can still work in continuous-mode
if the load impedance is not high enough;

2. the analytical determination of fSSMIN is confirmed by the simulation results with good
agreement, highlighting that batteries with higher RB

LB
ratio and VB have greater fSSMIN ;

3. the WPT excitation frequency can be used as a design parameter to increase the load
impedance for a given battery and force the rectifier to work in discontinuous-mode,
achieving the power transfer increase;

4. the design recommendation proposed in [12] should be complemented by a recommendation
about the choice of the WPT excitation frequency to enjoy the benefit of the improved power
transfer. The proper choice determines the increment of the average battery current still
maintaining affordable output rms currents. The WPT excitation frequency should be at
least a couple of octaves above fSSMIN , as expressed in (18).

5. Conclusions

The work presented in this paper confirms that the wireless power transfer can be
increased to reduce the battery charging times, as it would be welcome in many applications.
The power transfer improvement is obtainable if the secondary circuit works in resonance,
by setting the output filter resonance frequency equal to the double of the wireless excitation.
The paper shows both analytically and by circuit simulations that the above condition is
necessary but not sufficient to obtain the power transfer improvement with any kind of
battery. The key factor is leading the diode rectifier bridge to work in discontinuous-mode.
If this happens, the average value of the battery recharging current increases, determining a
larger power transfer. The drawback is the onset of oscillations in the output waveforms.
The analytical procedure confirmed by the simulations started from the knowledge of
the parameters of a generic battery and led to find the minimum frequency at which the
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bridge works in discontinuous-mode. The power transfer is found to increase, but it tends to
saturate when the wireless excitation frequency rises. Therefore, a design recommendation is
suggested to achieve a power transfer increment of about 30% with any battery. Specifically,
we suggest using a wireless excitation frequency four times higher than the limit to obtain
significant power transfer increments and acceptable battery and output filter capacitor
rms currents. Finally, the effect of the battery parameter variations with state of charge and
aging on the wireless power transfer system are discussed.
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